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The capital markets ended mostly higher in March with
the exception of commodities which declined a bit over
2.50%. The decline was lead by oil which gave up over 4%
for the month. International equities have outperformed
their US counterparts in 2017, a trend that was not
expected entering the year. International equities,
especially emerging markets, have been more sensitive to
the recent rebound in global growth and trend of positive
economic surprises.

Emerging Markets
Over the past three years US equities, as measured by the S&P 500, have advanced by 10% on
annual basis. During the same period international equities have advanced less than 1%. The US
has been the strongest global economy and was less impacted by the decline in commodity prices
over the past 5 years.
Towards the end of 2015 the global economy was on the cusp of a recession, driven mostly by
declining commodity prices and concerns over China's economic growth. Emerging market
countries such as Brazil, which have economies that rely heavily on commodity prices, were
impacted the most. Thankfully the strong US economy, low global interest rates, and the Chinese
government's massive spending plan was able to push the global economy back in the right
direction.
With the rebound in global growth came opportunity in emerging markets. Emerging markets
performed well during the second half of 2016, and in the ﬁrst quarter of 2017 outperformed US
equities by over 5%. Even with the recent rebound, emerging market still appear to be much
cheaper than US stocks based upon projected company earning over the next 12 months.
Moving into 2016, for a moderate portfolio we held a 2% weight in emerging market equity. Over
the past year we have increased that target to 7.50%. In addition, we increased exposure to
emerging markets bonds which pay a higher yield than US bonds. Emerging markets do bring
more volatility with them and could be more prone to a decline if we see global growth begin to
slow again. Therefore we will continue to monitor trends in the global economy.
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Important: Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Diﬀerent types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and
there can be no assurance that the future performance of any speciﬁc investment, investment strategy, product, or any non-investment
related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this communication will be proﬁtable, equal any corresponding indicated
historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors,
including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reﬂective of current opinions or positions.
Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a
substitute for, personalized investment advice from Abundance. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the
applicability of any speciﬁc issue discussed above to his or her individual situation, he or she is encouraged to consult with the
professional advisor of his or her choosing. Abundance is neither a law ﬁrm nor a certiﬁed public accounting ﬁrm and no portion of the
newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. Abundance’s current Firm Brochure discussing our advisory
services and fees is available upon request.
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